Pure Distinction creeping bentgrass
Key features:

Maintenance

• Excellent resistance to bacterial wilt, brown patch, fusarium
patch, anthracnose and leaf spot

These grasses are different and should not be managed
as per other bents, but they are tough useful grasses.
Summarising this, it means less fertiliser and less water than
the old bents that many superintendents are accustomed
to and overall the management is easier. The end result
is a very high quality playing surface that thrives on low
mowing and culminates in a top quality surface, with no
extraordinary practices.

• Great resistance to dollar spot
• Excellent heat, cold and wear tolerance
• Recovers quickly
Pure Distinction is the latest advanced bentgrass from
Pure-Seed Testing. It has a rich heritage that includes
legendary Penncross and the groundbreaking Penn A’s and
G’s. Uniquely bright green coloured, Pure Distinction takes
the attributes of these bents – dense, upright, and aggressive
growth, less thatch and easy maintenance – to the next level.
It’s the ultimate bentgrass for smooth and true putting greens
and ideal for tees and fairways. Pure Distinction also has strong
resistance to diseases and outstanding resistance to heat, cold
and wear.
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Fertiliser formulations and rates may need to be adjusted
according to soil test results and turfgrass performance.
After the turfgrass has grown in, fertiliser applications
should be kept light and infrequent. The first mowing
should be done when there is uniform turf coverage with a
height from 6 mm and definitely not more than a 12 mm.

Sowing rates
Recommended seeding rate is 5 - 7.5 g/m2 (50 - 75
kg/ha) for new plantings, and 0.5 - 1 g/m2 (5 - 10 kg/ha)
for overseeding.
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